
REVIEW OF THE GITA AND INTEGRAL YOGA

Integral Yoga is  the synthesis of all the wide and supple Methods of All 
Nature pursued by exclusive spirituality of later Vedantic ascetics, the exclusive 
worshipper of the Being, the Brahman, the Ishwara  and the synthetic spirituality 
of  Tantrics,  the  exclusive  worshipper  of  the  Energy,  the  Consciousness,  the 
Mother,  the  Ishwari  and the comprehensive spirituality of the ancient Vedantic 
Seers who work out  passive and active relation between the Purusha and Prakriti 
in Ignorance, Ishwara and Shakti relation in Spiritual plane, Jnana, and Brahman 
and Maya relation in Supramental plane, Vijnana resulting in Ananda. When the 
Prakriti,  the  Ishwari,  the  Maya,  the  Chit are  self  absorbed  in  the  conscious 
existence of the Purusha, the Ishwara, the Brahman, the Sat respectively, there is 
rest,  the  passive  silence,  the  Nirvana,  the  realization  of  Oneness.  When  the 
Purusha, the Ishwara, the Brahman, the Sat pour themselves out in the action of 
the  Prakriti,  the  Ishwari,  the  Maya,  the  Chit  respectively  then there  is  action, 
creation,  manifestation  and  Ananda in  Ignorance,  exclusive  Knowledge, 
comprehensive  Knowledge  and supreme Knowledge  respectively.  The  psycho-
physical methods of the later Vedantic ascetics,  Tantrics, Hattha and Raja Yogis  
form the dispensable self-discipline of Integral Yoga whereas spiritual methods of 
ancient Vedantic Seers and the Gita form its indispensable self-disciplines.  

The Gita categorically  insists  the rejection of  four  things utterly  that  of 
desire,  kama13, ego,  ahankaram14,  dualities,  dwanda15 and  the  three  gunas16 of 
Nature as precondition for liberation, mukti1 in addition to the ‘highest mystery of 
absolute  surrender  to  the  Divine  Guide,  Lord’4 which  is  identified  as 
‘indispensable  means  of  Supramental  change.’4 The  Gita proposes  exclusive 
concentration, samyama19 through  practice  of  an  uncompromising  inner 
renunciation, parigraham20 of the above four faculties to arrive at the ‘entire self-
consecration to the One’21. It also proposes renunciation of all desire for the fruit 
of our works, sarvakarma phala tyagam22 as the condition of arriving at equality, 
samata23, and again equality is the condition of arriving at self-surrender.

Integral Yoga accepts the method of self-discipline of the Gita identified as 
trimarga, wholly which can dynamise the central force that of the Divine Will,  
Knowledge and Love by rejecting its ultimate aim of freedom from rebirth. The 
aim of the former has to be pursued through all life or successive lives through 
evolution of spiritual and mental being till the undivided Divine Life is recovered 
and  the  immediate  objective  of  the  latter  promises  the  spiritual  experience  of 
Oneness  in  Brahman,  Brahma  Nirvana24,  Cosmic  Consciousness,  Vasudevah 
sarvamiti25 and liberation from nature,  prakritijairmuktam26 as acceptable stairs 
leading to the perfection of Integral Yoga. A sadhaka of Integral Yoga can govern 
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for a long time ‘in the line of the great Hindu tradition, by the Gita, for example, 
the  Upanishads,  the  Veda’2 or  he  can  follow  the  latest  Shastra that  of  The 
Synthesis of Yoga, The Life Divine, The Mother and Savitri  where synthesis and 
integration  of  Yoga,  Evolution,  Shaktis  and Occult  Powers  have  been pursued 
respectively and in his progress he ‘must pass beyond all written truth,… beyond 
the  limitation  of  word,…  beyond  one  or  several  scriptures’2 and  become  the 
sadhaka of the Eternal.    

The highest secret of the Gita,  rahasyam uttamam3,  ‘pauses at the borders 
of  highest  spiritual  mind  and  does  not  cross  them into  the  splendours  of  the 
Supramental Light.’4 The Gita hinted of the Supramental Force and Supramental 
transformation which was developed by Sri Aurobindo through long journey of 
the Gita’s Cosmic Consciousness  in four successive gradations that of (1) secret 
all-inclusive  knowledge,  guhya5 vijnana,  and  corresponding  Supramental 
transformation,  sadharmyam6,  (2)  more  secret  all-inclusive  knowledge, 
guhyataram7 vijnana, and the corresponding transformation of  Sva Prakriti8, (3) 
the  most  secret  all-inclusive  knowledge, guhyatamam9 vijnana,  and  the 
corresponding divine nature, Madbhavam10, and (4) more than the most secret all-
inclusive  knowledge, sarva  guhyatamam11 vijnana, and corresponding supreme 
Nature, Param bhavam12.

The Gita does not speak directly to invert the Purushottama Consciousness 
to transform earth nature but that has been extended as part of intensive exercise of 
Integral Yoga. It speaks of suffusion of  Purushottama Consciousness in to earth 
nature without giving any concrete sense of descent of divine Force. There are 
certain  Supramental  experiences  in  which  ‘a  consciously  felt  descent  is  not 
indispensable’18 and there are still unknown higher source of Supramental where 
‘actual feeling of a descent is not there.’18

The integral Yoga can be pursued by combination of Vedic sacrifice or ‘the 
sacrifice  of  the  Divine Mother’17,  where  the  descent  of  divine  Shakti  to  lower 
nature is  first witnessed followed by ascent of Consciousness to  Purushottama 
state  or  Supramental  Purusha and  Vedantic  sacrifice or  ‘sacrifice  of  the 
Purusha17, the  Ishwara’ where ascent of consciousness is first witnessed by the 
direct  commerce  between the  psychic  being  in  the  heart  and the  spiritual  and 
Supramental being above the head and corresponding descent of Divine Shaktis to 
transform the physical nature.       

To recapitulate, this paper proposes four broad guidelines common for all 
(1) that a sadhaka of Integral Yoga ‘must take his station, or better still, if he can, 
always and from the beginning he must live in his own soul’2, direct contact with 
the Divine, pratakhya, and if he needs a Shastra, to enter indirect contact with the 
Divine,  parokhya, through the outcome of the past spiritual experience, then the 
Gita can provide the best previous foundation to enrich his root knowledge; (2) 
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secondly Sri Aurobindo’s writings are to be approached in hierarchy of ascending 
Consciousness in which ‘less luminous gives place to the more luminous… or less 
essential to the more comprehensive, more perfect, more essential’27. The practice 
of His teachings or all  Shastra can lead towards direct Divine revelation and for 
integral  perfection  His  approved  high  concentration  writings  command  more 
importance  than  the  present  popular  trend  of  indulging  too  much  in  His 
unapproved formative writings. Formative writings are intermediate stairs, which 
can be helpful if we are entirely conscious of the whole aim and final destination 
and if it is formulated ‘too strictly’29 then it can become ‘old and loses much, if not 
all, of its virtue.’29 The other disadvantage of formative writing is that it cannot 
give the full account of His final change of vision30. (3) And thirdly the spirit of 
Integral  Yoga  must  be  maintained  which  authorizes  absolute  freedom to  each 
sadhaka to  restate  knowledge  and  spiritual  experience  ‘in  new  terms  and 
combinations’28 and all the written truths are to be approached and practiced by 
constantly renovating it  ‘by  fresh streams of  the  spirit  revivifying the  dead or 
dying vehicle and changing it’29. (4) And lastly the objective of Integral Yoga is 
not  to  divide,  separate,  depreciate  and  limit  but  to  enlarge,  heighten,  unite, 
synthesize  and  universalize  all  Religion,  Science,  Shastra,  Deity,  Avatara and 
Teacher by discovering their central principle, central secret, central truth, central 
dynamic force and central faith and by comparative and divergent examination of 
methods of Nature and Yoga.             
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